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a b s t r a c t
Let I be a symmetrically-normed ideal of the space of bounded operators acting on aHilbert
spaceH . Let {pi}w1 (1 ≤ w ≤ ∞) be a family of mutually orthogonal projections onH . The
pinching operator associated with the former family of projections is given by
P : I −→ I, P(x) =
w
i=1
pixpi.
Let UI denote the Banach–Lie group of the unitary operators whose difference with the
identity belongs to I. We study geometric properties of the orbit
UI(P) = {LuPLu∗ : u ∈ UI} ,
where Lu is the left representation ofUI on the algebraB(I) of bounded operators acting
on I. The results include necessary and sufficient conditions forUI (P) to be a submanifold
of B(I). Special features arise in the case of the ideal K of compact operators. In general,
UK(P) turns out to be a non complemented submanifold of B(K). We find a necessary
and sufficient condition forUK(P) to have complemented tangent spaces inB(K). We also
show thatUI (P) is a covering space of another orbit of pinching operators.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let H be an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space and B(H) the space of bounded linear operators acting on
H . We denote by U the group of unitary operators on H . Let Φ be a symmetric norming function and I = SΦ the
corresponding symmetrically-normed ideal of B(H) equipped with the norm ∥ · ∥I. LetUI denote the group of unitaries
which are perturbations of the identity by an operator in I, i.e.
UI = { u ∈ U : u− 1 ∈ I }.
It is a real Banach–Lie group with the topology defined by the metric d(u1, u2) = ∥u1 − u2∥I, and its Lie algebra equals
Ish = { x ∈ I : x∗ = −x },
which is the real Banach space of skew-hermitian operators in I (see [4]).
Let { pi }w1 (1 ≤ w ≤ ∞) be a family of mutually orthogonal hermitian projections in B(H). We do not make any
assumption on the sum of all the projections of the family, so we could have that the projection p0 := 1 − wi=1 pi is
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nonzero. The pinching operator associated with { pi }w1 is defined by
P : I −→ I, P(x) =
w
i=1
pixpi,
where in case w = ∞ the series is convergent in the uniform norm. Let B(I) denote the Banach algebra of bounded
operators acting on I. Left multiplication defines the bounded linear operators Lx : I −→ I, Lx(y) = xy, for x ∈ B(H) and
y ∈ I. The left representation ofUI onB(I), namelyUI −→ B(I), u → Lu, allows us to introduce the following orbit
UI(P) := { LuPLu∗ : u ∈ UI } .
The aim of this paper is to study geometric properties of this orbit. Since every pinching operator is a continuous projection,
the present work might be regarded as a contribution to the vast literature on the differential geometry of unitary orbits
of projections in different settings (see e.g. [1,3,6,12,13,24]). Despite of some usual geometric properties that have already
been studied in the afore-mentioned papers and still hold in this special orbit, we will also show some new special features
ofUI (P), especially concerning with its submanifold structure (see Theorem 3.7, Theorem 4.7). We also go further into the
topological structure of this orbit by proving thatUI (P) is a covering space of an orbit of pinching operators containing P
(see Theorem 5.5). This topological result is another motivation for the study of UI (P), and it has its counterpart in von
Neumann algebras with unitary orbits of conditional expectations [3].
Pinching operators generalize the so-called notion of pinching of block matrices developed in matrix analysis (see e.g.
[14,15,7]). In the framework of symmetrically-normed ideals, these operators have been studied in [17,23]. If I is the
trace class ideal, pinching operators arise in quantum mechanics due to a well-known postulate of von Neumann on the
measurement of density operators [25]. More recently, they have been shown to be examples of the quantum reduction
maps introduced in [21].
2. Preliminaries
Symmetrically-normed ideals. We begin with some basic facts on symmetrically-normed ideals. For a deeper discussion of
this subject we refer the reader to [17] or [23].
LetH be a Hilbert space. No confusion will arise if ∥ ·∥ denotes the norm of vectors inH and the uniform norm inB(H).
For ξ, η ∈ H , let ξ ⊗ η be the rank one operator defined by (ξ ⊗ η)(ζ ) = ⟨ζ , η⟩ ξ , for ζ ∈ H . By a symmetrically-normed
idealwe mean a two-sided ideal I ofB(H) endowed with a norm ∥ · ∥I satisfying
• (I, ∥ · ∥I) is a Banach space.• ∥xyz∥I ≤ ∥x∥ ∥y∥I∥z∥, for x, z ∈ B(H) and y ∈ I.• ∥ξ ⊗ η∥I = ∥ξ∥ ∥η∥, for ξ, η ∈ H .
A result that goes back to J. Calkin [10] states the inclusions F ⊆ I ⊆ K, where F is the set of all the finite rank operators, I
is a two-sided ideal ofB(H) and K the ideal of compact operators onH .
Symmetrically-normed ideals are closely related to the following class of norms. Let cˆ be the real vector space consisting
of all sequences with a finite number of nonzero terms. A symmetric norming function is a norm Φ : cˆ → R satisfying the
following properties:
• Φ(1, 0, 0, . . .) = 1.
• Φ(a1, a2, . . . , an, 0, 0, . . .) = Φ(|aj1 |, |aj2 |, . . . , |ajn |, 0, 0, . . .), where j1, . . . , jn is any permutation of the integers
1, 2, . . . , n and n ≥ 1.
Any symmetric norming functionΦ gives rise to two symmetrically-normed ideals. Indeed, for any compact operator x one
may consider the sequence (sn(x))n of its singular values arranged in non-increasing order, and thus define
∥x∥Φ := sup
k≥1
Φ(s1(x), s2(x), . . . , sk(x), 0, 0, . . .) ∈ [0,∞].
It turns out that
SΦ := { x ∈ K : ∥x∥Φ <∞}
and the ∥ · ∥Φ-closure inSΦ of the finite rank operators, that is
S
(0)
Φ := F ∥·∥Φ ,
are symmetrically-normed ideals. It is not difficult to show that S(0)Φ = SΦ if and only if SΦ is separable. Moreover, any
separable symmetrically-normed ideal coincides with someS(0)Φ (see [17, p. 89]).
Submanifolds. In the paper we will use different notions of submanifold of a (Banach) manifold. Since the terminology is
not uniform in the literature, we need to mention that we follow Bourbaki [9]. To be precise, let M be a manifold and N a
topological space contained inM . Recall that a subspace F of a Banach space E is said to be complemented if F is closed and
there exists a closed subspace F1 such that F ⊕ F1 = E. We will use the following definitions:
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• N is a submanifold ofM if for each point x ∈ N there exists a Banach space E and a chart (W, φ) at x, φ : W ⊆ M −→ E,
such that φ(W ∩ N) is a neighborhood of 0 in a complemented subspace of E.
• N is a quasi submanifold of M if for each point x ∈ N there exists a Banach space E and a chart (W, φ) at x, φ : W ⊆
M −→ E, such that φ(W ∩ N) is a neighborhood of 0 in a closed subspace of E.
The following criterion will be useful (see [9]).
Proposition 2.1. Let M be a manifold, N be a topological space and N ⊆ M. Then N is a submanifold (resp. quasi submanifold)
of M if and only if the topology of N coincides with the topology inherited from M and the differential map of the inclusion map
N ↩→ M has complemented range (resp. closed range) at every x ∈ N.
Pinching operators. Let Φ a symmetric norming function, and I = SΦ . Recall that given a family { pi }w1 (1 ≤ w ≤ ∞) of
mutually orthogonal hermitian projections, i.e.
pi = p∗i , pipj = δij,
we define the pinching operator associated with the family by
P : I −→ I, P(x) =
w
i=1
pixpi.
Notice that we might have w = ∞. Since x is compact, the series, which at first converges in the strong operator topology,
turns out to be convergent in the uniform norm (see [17, p. 52]). It is also noteworthy that P is well defined in the sense that
P(x) ∈ Iwhenever x ∈ I (see [17, p. 82]).
Below we need to consider the Banach algebra B(I) of all bounded operators on I with the usual operator norm: for
X ∈ B(I),
∥X∥B(I) = sup
∥y∥I=1
∥X(y)∥I.
We will denote by R(X) the range of X . In the next proposition, we collect some basic properties of pinching operators.
Proposition 2.2. Let Φ a symmetric norming function, and I = SΦ . Let P be the pinching operator associated with a family
{ pi }w1 . The following assertions hold:
(i) P2 = P.
(ii) P(xyz) = xP(y)z, where x, z ∈ R(P) and y ∈ I.
(iii) P(x)∗ = P(x∗).
(iv) P is continuous. In fact, ∥P∥B(I) = 1.
Proof. The proofs of (i)–(iii) are trivial. For a proof of (iv) we refer the reader to [17, p. 82]. 
Now we show thatUI(P) has a smooth manifold structure endowed with the quotient topology.
Lemma 2.3. Let x ∈ B(H). Then LxP = PLx if and only if x =wi=0 pixpi.
Proof. Suppose that LxP = PLx, which actually means that
w
i=1
(pix− xpi)ypi = 0, (1)
for all y ∈ I. Let i ≥ 0 and (ei,n)n be a sequence of finite rank projections such that ei,n ≤ pi and ei,n ↗ pi in the strong
operator topology. We first assume that i ≥ 1. Replacing y by ei,n, we get pixei,n = xei,n for all n ≥ 1. This gives pixpi = xpi
for all i ≥ 1. Thus pjxpi = 0 for all i ≥ 1, j ≥ 0 and i ≠ j. In the case in which i = 0 we replace y by e0,nx∗ and multiply on
the right Eq. (1) by pj, where j ≥ 1. Then we see that pjxe0,nx∗pj = 0, so that pjxp0x∗pj = 0, and this implies pjxp0 = 0 for all
j ≥ 1. 
Proposition 2.4. Let Φ a symmetric norming function, and I = SΦ . ThenUI(P) is a real analytic homogeneous space of UI.
Proof. Note that the isotropy group at P of the natural underlying action ofUI is
G = { u ∈ UI : LuP = PLu }.
It is a closed subgroup ofUI. Its Lie algebra can be identified with
G = { z ∈ Ish : LzP = PLz }.
We will prove that G is a Banach–Lie subgroup ofUI. Let u = ez ∈ G, with z ∈ Ish and ∥z∥I < π . By the condition on the
norm of z, we have z = log(u) =∞n=0 (−1)n(n+1) (u− 1)n+1. Notice that LuP = PLu, or Lu−1P = PLu−1, clearly implies Lr(u−1)P =
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PLr(u−1) for any polynomial r ∈ R[X], and by continuity we have LzP = PLz . Denote by expUI : Ish −→ UI, expUI(z) = ez
the exponential map of the Banach–Lie group UI. Hence we have proved that expUI(G ∩ V ) = G ∩ expUI(V ), for any
sufficiently small neighborhood V of the origin in Ish.
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3 we can rewrite the Lie algebra as
G =

w
i=0
pizpi : z ∈ Ish

,
which is a real closed subspace of Ish. Moreover, the following subspace
M = { z ∈ Ish : pizpi = 0, ∀ i ≥ 0 } =

i≠j
pizpj : z ∈ Ish

is a closed supplement for G in Ish. Then, G is a Banach–Lie subgroup of UI, and by [24, Theorem 8.19] we conclude that
UI(P) is a real analytic homogeneous space ofUI. 
3. Submanifold structure ofUI(P). The case I ≠ K
In this section, we discuss the submanifold structure ofUI (P) under the assumption that I ≠ K. Recall that given the
pinching operator P associated with a family of mutually orthogonal projections { pi }w1 (1 ≤ w ≤ ∞), we may consider the
larger family { pi }w0 , where p0 = 1 −
w
i=1 pi. However, the pinching operator P is always associated with the first family{ pi }w1 . The following estimate will be useful.
Lemma 3.1. Let Φ a symmetric norming function, and I = SΦ . Then
∥LxP − PLx∥B(I) ≥ ∥pixpj∥,
for x ∈ I, i ≥ 1, j ≥ 0 and i ≠ j.
Proof. Consider the Schmidt expansion of the compact operator pixpj, namely
pixpj =
∞
k=1
sk ξk ⊗ ηk,
where sk are the singular values of pixpj arranged in non increasing order and (ξk)k, (ηk)k are orthonormal systems of vectors
(see [17, p. 28]). Note that pixpjη1 = s1ξ1, where s1 = ∥pixpj∥, η1 ∈ R(pj) and ξ1 ∈ R(pi). Since i ≠ j, we have P(η1⊗ξ1) = 0.
Also note that PLx(η1 ⊗ ξ1) = pix(η1 ⊗ ξ1)pi = pix(η1 ⊗ ξ1) does not vanish because i ≥ 1. It follows that
(LxP − PLx)(η1 ⊗ ξ1) = −pix(η1 ⊗ ξ1) = −pixpj(η1 ⊗ ξ1) = −s1(ξ1 ⊗ ξ1).
Hence we get
∥LxP − PLx∥B(I) ≥ ∥(LxP − PLx)(η1 ⊗ ξ1)∥I = s1∥ξ1 ⊗ ξ1∥I = s1∥ξ1∥ ∥ξ1∥ = ∥pixpj∥. 
The first obstruction for UI(P) to be a submanifold of B(I) lies in the fact that its tangent spaces may not be closed. The
tangent space ofUI(P) at Q (i.e. the derivatives at Q of smooth curves insideUI(P)) is apparently given by
(TUI(P))Q = { LzQ − QLz : z ∈ Ish }.
Wedenote tangent vectors briefly by [Lz,Q ]. In the next lemmawe give a characterization of when tangent spaces ofUI (P)
are closed. Similar questions have been addressed and answered in [20] (in particular Chapter VII, LemmaVII.3) in a different
setting.
Lemma 3.2. Assume that I ≠ K. Then tangent spaces of UI (P) are closed inB(I) if and only if w <∞ and there is only one
infinite rank projection in the family { pi }w0 .
Proof. It suffices to prove the statement for the tangent space at P . Indeed, if Q = LuPLu∗ for some u ∈ UI, then
[Lz,Q ] = Lu[Lu∗zu, P]Lu∗ . Thus (TUI(P))Q is closed inB(I) if and only if (TUI(P))P is closed inB(I).
Suppose that (TUI(P))P is closed in B(I). Let x ∉ I be a compact operator and (en)n be a sequence of finite rank
projections such that en ↗ 1 in the strong operator topology. Since x is compact, the sequence of finite rank operators
zn = enxen satisfies ∥x− zn∥ → 0. Taking into account that tangent vectors have the expression [Lz, P], where z is a skew-
hermitian operator, we will need to consider in our next computation the real and imaginary parts of an operator. Given
y ∈ B(H), recall that the real part of y is defined byℜe( y ) = 12 (y+ y∗) and the imaginary part by ℑm( y ) = 12i (y− y∗).
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Now note that for every n ≥ 1, the operators [Liℜe(zn), P] and [Liℑm(zn), P] belong to the tangent space at P . Then we see
that
∥ [Liℜe(zn), P] − [Liℜe(x), P] ∥B(I) ≤ 2∥Liℜe(zn) − Liℜe(x)∥B(I)
= 2∥ℜe(zn)−ℜe(x)∥ ≤ 2∥zn − x∥ → 0.
Since we have made the assumption that (TUI(P))P is closed, there exists some z0 ∈ Ish such that [Lz0 , P] = [Liℜe(x), P]. We
can proceed analogously with the imaginary part to find another operator z1 ∈ Ish such that [Lz1 , P] = [Liℑm(x), P]. Hence
we obtain [Lx, P] = [Lz, P] for z = −iz0 + z1 ∈ I. By Lemma 2.3 the latter can be rephrased as
x− z =
w
i=0
pi(x− z)pi.
In particular, we see that
x−
w
i=0
pixpi ∈ I. (2)
Recall that I = SΦ for some symmetric norming functionΦ . Since I is different from the compact operators, there exists a
sequence of positive numbers (an)n such that an → 0 andΦ((an)n) = ∞.
Suppose that the family { pi }w0 has two projections pi, pj, i ≠ j, such that both have infinite rank. Let (ξn)n be an
orthonormal basis of R(pi) and (ηn)n be an orthonormal basis of R(pj). Consider the following compact operator:
x =
∞
n=1
an ξn ⊗ ηn.
From our choice of the sequence (an)n it follows that x ∉ I. Thus we find that x = pixpj = x −wi=0 pixpi ∉ I, which
contradicts Eq. (2). Hence it is impossible to have two different projections with infinite rank in the family { pi }w0 .
It remains to prove thatw <∞. Suppose that there is an infinite number of projections p1, p2, . . . . We can construct an
orthonormal system of vectors (ξi)i such that ξi ∈ R(pi). Then we define the following compact operator:
x =
∞
n=1
an ξn+1 ⊗ ξn.
It is easily seen that x =∞n=1 pn+1xpn = x−∞i=0 pixpi ∉ I. We thus get again a contradiction with Eq. (2).
In order to prove the converse we assume that the family { pi }w0 satisfiesw <∞ and it has only one projection pi0 with
infinite rank. Let (zk)k be a sequence in Ish such that ∥ [Lzk , P] − X∥B(I) → 0, where X ∈ B(I). It is worth noting that by
Lemma 2.3 the sequence (zk)k can be chosen satisfying pizkpi = 0 for all k and i = 0, . . . , w. Since ( [Lzk , P] )k is a Cauchy
sequence inB(I), Lemma 3.1 implies that
∥pi(zk − zr)pj∥ −→
k,r→∞ 0
for i = 1, . . . , w, j = 0, . . . , w and i ≠ j. Note that the rank of the operators pi(zk − zr)pj is uniformly bounded on the
subscripts k and r by C := max{ rank(pj) : j = 0, . . . , w, j ≠ i0 }. Then we get
∥pj(zk − zr)pi∥I ≤ C∥pj(zr − zk)pi∥ −→
k,r→∞ 0.
Hence each (pjzkpi)k converges in the ideal norm to some zij ∈ I. We can construct an operator z by defining its matricial
blocks with respect to the projections p0, p1, . . . , pw as follows:
pizpj :=

0 if i = j,
zij if i ≠ j.
Then z is a skew-hermitian operator in I satisfying
∥z − zk∥I ≤

i≠j
∥pjzpi − pjzkpi∥I =

i≠j
∥zij − pjzkpi∥I → 0.
Therefore
∥ [Lzk , P] − [Lz, P] ∥B(I) ≤ 2∥Lzk − Lz∥B(I) = 2∥zk − z∥ ≤ 2∥zk − z∥I → 0.
Hence we conclude X = [Lz, P], and the lemma is proved. 
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We can endow UI(P) with two natural topologies. According to Proposition 2.4 we have that UI(P) ≃ UI/G has a real
analytic manifold structure in the quotient topology in such way that the map π : UI −→ UI(P), π(u) = LuPLu∗ is a real
analytic submersion. On the other hand, we can regardUI(P) as a subset ofB(I) with the inherited topology. In this case,
we denote the projection map by π˜ : UI −→ UI(P), π˜(u) = LuPLu∗ . Note that π˜ is also continuous, and the following
diagram commutes
UI
π /
π˜  A
AA
AA
AA
A UI(P)
id

≃ UI/G
UI(P)⊆ B(I).
Here id stands for the identity map. Note that id is always continuous, but it may not be a homeomorphism. In fact, we will
show that the two topologies defined onUI(P) coincide if and only if tangent spaces are closed. As we will see, the proof of
this result depends on the existence of continuous local cross sections for the action.
Remark 3.3. Let P be the pinching operator associated with a family { pi}w1 . We will consider the unitary orbit of each
projection pi, i.e.
Oi := { upiu∗ : u ∈ UI }.
If I is the ideal of Hilbert–Schmidt operators and pi has infinite-dimensional range, the above defined orbits are usually
known as the connected component of pi in the restricted Grassmannian (see e.g. [22]). Note that Oi ⊆ pi + I, so we may
endow each orbit with the subspace topology defined by the metric (upiu∗, vpiv∗) → ∥upiu∗ − vpiv∗∥I.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that w <∞ and there is only one infinite rank projection in the family { pi}w0 . Then the map
Fi : UI(P) −→ Oi, Fi(LuPLu∗) = upiu∗
is continuous for i = 0, 1, . . . , w, whenUI(P) is endowed with the topology inherited fromB(I).
Proof. We first show that the function Fi is well defined for i = 0, 1, . . . , w. From Lemma 2.3 we know that LuPLu∗ = LvPLv∗
implies v∗u =wi=0 piv∗upi. Then we get v∗upi = piv∗upi = piv∗u, or equivalently, upiu∗ = vpiv∗.
To prove the continuity of Fi wewill actually see that Fi is Lipschitz. Since the underlying actions are isometric, it suffices
to estimate the distance from Fi(LuPLu∗) = upiu∗ to Fi(P) = pi. For u ∈ UI, set a(u) := ∥LuPLu∗ − P∥B(I) = ∥ [Lu, P] ∥B(I).
From Lemma 3.1 it follows that
∥piupj∥ = ∥pi(u− 1)pj∥ ≤ a(u),
for j = 0, 1, . . . , w, i = 1, . . . , w and i ≠ j. The same estimate can be extended for all i ≠ j. In fact, we have
∥pjupi∥ = ∥piu∗pj∥ ≤ a(u∗) = a(u).
Let pi0 be the unique infinite rank projection in the family { pi }w0 . For u ∈ UI, we note that
rank(piupj) ≤ min{ rank(pi), rank(pj) },
and then we get
max{ rank(pjupi) : i, j = 0, 1, . . . , w, i ≠ j } ≤ max{ rank(pj) : j = 0, 1, . . . , w, j ≠ i0 } := C .
This implies that ∥piupj∥I ≤ C∥piupj∥ for i ≠ j. Thus we get
∥Fi(LuPLu∗)− Fi(P)∥I = ∥upi − piu∥I ≤
 w
j=0
pjupi −
w
k=0
piupk

I
=

j≠i
pjupi −

k≠i
piupk

I
≤

j:j≠i
∥pjupi∥I +

k:k≠i
∥piupk∥I
≤ C

j:j≠i
∥pjupi∥ +

k:k≠i
∥piupk∥

≤ 2wC∥LuPLu∗ − P∥B(I), (3)
which shows that F is Lipschitz. 
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Remark 3.5. LetM be the supplement of the Lie algebra defined in Proposition 2.4. Suppose thatw = ∞ or there exist two
different infinite rank projections in the family { pi }w0 . Under the assumption that I ≠ K, we will construct a sequence (zk)k
inM satisfying ∥zk∥ → 0 and ∥zk∥I = 1. To this end, put
ak := Φ(1, 1, . . . , 1  
k
, 0, 0, . . .),
whereΦ is a symmetric norming function such that I = SΦ . Since I ≠ K, it follows thatΦ is not equivalent to the uniform
norm of ℓ∞, so that ak → ∞ (see [17, p. 76]). In the case in which w = ∞, let (ξi)i be an orthonormal system such that
ξi ∈ R(pi) for all i ≥ 1. It is not difficult to see that the sequence defined by
zk := a−12k
k
i=1
ξ2i−1 ⊗ ξ2i − ξ2i ⊗ ξ2i−1
satisfies the required properties. In the case in which there exist two different infinite rank projections pi and pj, let (ξi)i be
an orthonormal system such that ξ2k−1 ∈ R(pi) and ξ2k ∈ R(pj) for all k ≥ 1. Then we can define the sequence (zk)k in the
same fashion as before.
Lemma 3.6. Assume that I ≠ K. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The quotient topology of UI(P) coincides with the topology inherited fromB(I).
(ii) w <∞ and there is only one infinite rank projection in the family { pi}w0 .
Proof. Suppose that the quotient topology ofUI(P) ≃ UI/G coincides with the topology inherited form B(I). LetM be
the supplement of the Lie algebra of G defined in Proposition 2.4. Recall that a real analytic atlas ofUI(P) compatible with
the quotient topology can be constructed by translation of the homeomorphism
ψ : W ⊆M −→ ψ(W), ψ(z) = (π ◦ expUI)(z) = LezPLe−z ,
where W is an open neighborhood of 0 ∈ M and ψ(W) an open neighborhood of P (see for instance [4, Theorem 4.19]).
Assume that the family { pi }w0 does not satisfy the claimed properties. This leads us to consider two cases, namelyw = ∞ or
there exist two different infinite rank projections in { pi }w0 . In any casewe can find a sequence (zk)k inM such that ∥zk∥ → 0
and ∥zk∥I = 1 according to Remark 3.5. Then note that
∥Lezk PLe−zk − P∥B(I) = ∥ [Lezk−1, P] ∥B(I) ≤ 2∥ezk − 1∥ → 0,
and using that the quotient topology ofUI(P) coincides with the subspace topology, we arrive at a contradiction: ∥zk∥I =
∥ψ−1(Lezk PLe−zk )∥I → 0.
To prove the converse, assume thatw <∞ and there is only one infinite rank projection in the family { pi}w0 . Clearly, our
assertion about the topology ofUI(P)will follow if we show that the projection map
π˜ : UI −→ UI(P), π˜(u) = LuPLu∗
have continuous local cross sections, when UI(P) is considered with the relative topology of B(I). To this end, for
i = 0, 1, . . . , w, we need to consider the orbits
Oi := { upiu∗ : u ∈ UI }.
In [1, Proposition 2.2] the authors showed that the maps
πi : UI −→ Oi, πi(u) = upiu∗,
have continuous local cross sections, when I is the ideal of Hilbert–Schmidt operators. Actually, the same proof works out
for any symmetrically-normed ideal I, so we have that there exist continuous maps
ψi : { q ∈ Oi : ∥q− pi∥I < 1 } ⊆ pi + I −→ UI
such that ψi(upiu∗)piψi(upiu∗)∗ = upiu∗ for any u ∈ UI such that ∥upiu∗ − pi∥I < 1.
Now we can explicitly give the required section for π˜ , namely
σ : Q ∈ UI(P) : ∥Q − P∥B(I) < 1/2wC  −→ UI, σ (LuPLu∗) = w
i=0
ψi(upiu∗)pi.
If Q = LuPLu∗ lies in the domain of σ , then by the estimate (3) in Lemma 3.4, the operators upiu∗ do lie in the domain of each
ψi. Our next task is to show that σ = σ(LuPLu∗) ∈ UI. In fact, we see that
σσ ∗ =

w
i=0
ψi(upiu∗)pi

w
i=0
piψi(upiu∗)∗

=
w
i=0
ψi(upiu∗)piψ(upiu∗)∗ =
w
i=0
upiu∗ = 1.
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Note that pjψj(upju∗)∗ψi(upiu∗)pi = ψj(upju∗)∗upjpiu∗ψi(upiu∗) = δij, then
σ ∗σ =

w
i=0
piψi(upiu∗)∗

w
i=0
ψi(upiu∗)pi

=
w
i=0
pi = 1.
Also we see that
σ − 1 =
w
i=0
(ψi(upiu∗)− 1)pi ∈ I.
On the other hand, the map σ is actually a section for π : for any y ∈ I,
Lσ(LuPLu∗ )PLσ(LuPLu∗ )∗(y) =
w
i=0
σ(LuPLu∗)piσ(LuPLu∗)∗ypi =
w
i=0
upiu∗ypi = LuPLu∗(y).
Finally, to show the continuity of σ , it is enough to remark that
σ(LuPLu∗) =
w
i=0
ψi(Fi(LuPLu∗))pi
and use the continuity of each Fi, which has already been proved in Lemma 3.4. 
Now our main result on the differential structure ofUI(P) follows.
Theorem 3.7. Let Φ a symmetric norming function, and I = SΦ . Assume that I ≠ K. Let P be the pinching operator associated
with a family { pi}w1 (1 ≤ w ≤ ∞). Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) The quotient topology onUI(P) coincides with topology inherited fromB(I).
(ii) Tangent spaces of UI(P) are closed inB(I).
(iii) w <∞ and there is only one infinite rank projection in the family { pi }w0 .
(iv) UI(P) is a submanifold of B(I).
Proof. Suppose thatUI(P) is a submanifold ofB(I). By Proposition 2.1, tangent spaces ofUI (P) has to be closed inB(I).
From Lemma 3.2 it follows that the family { pi }w0 satisfies the stated properties.
Nowwe assume thatw <∞ and there is only one infinite rank projection in the family { pi }w0 . According to Lemmas 3.2
and 3.6, what is left to prove is that tangent spaces are complemented in B(I). Clearly, it suffices to show that (TUI (P))P
is complemented inB(I).
We will divide the proof into two cases according to whether the rank of p0 is infinite or finite. Let us first assume that
rank(p0) = ∞, so that rank(pi) < ∞ for all i = 1, . . . , w. Then X(pi) is well defined for any X ∈ B(I), i = 1, . . . , w, and
we can set
zˆ : B(I) −→ Ish, zˆ(X) = 2iℑm

w
i=1
i−1
j=0
pjX(pi)

.
Clearly zˆ is a continuous linear operator. Then we define a bounded linear projection onto the tangent space by
E : B(I) −→ (TUI(P))P , E(X) = [Lzˆ(X), P].
In order to show that E actually defines a projection we pick X = [Lz, P] for some z ∈ Ish. Notice that X(pi) = (1 − pi)zpi,
for all i = 1, . . . , w, then we get that
zˆ(X) = 2iℑm

w
i=1
i−1
j=0
pjzpi

= z −
w
i=0
pizpi.
From Lemma 2.3 we deduce that E(X) = [Lzˆ(X), P] = X , which proves that E is a projection. Finally, the continuity of zˆ easily
implies that of E.
Now we consider the case in which the infinite rank projection is not p0. Without loss of generality we may assume that
rank(p1) = ∞. Let us point out that the above definition of the operator zˆ(X) does not work in this case for two different
reasons: on one hand, since p1 ∉ I we cannot evaluate any X ∈ B(I) at p1, and on the other hand, every tangent vector
[Lz, P] vanishes at p0.
In order to solve this case we need to modify the definition of the operator zˆ. Recall that rank(p0) < ∞ since rank(p1)
= ∞. Let η1, . . . , ηm be an orthonormal basis of R(p0). Let ξ ∈ R(p1) be a unit vector. Then we define
zˆ : B(I) −→ Ish, zˆ(X) = 2iℑm

w
i=2
i−1
j=0
pjX(pi)−
m
k=1
X(ηk ⊗ ξ)ξ ⊗ ηk

,
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and the projection onto the tangent space is
E : B(I) −→ (TUI(P))P , E(X) = [Lzˆ(X), P].
It is apparent that E is continuous, so we are left with the task of proving that E is a projection. To this end, let X = [Lz, P]
for some z ∈ Ish. Note that
X(ηk ⊗ ξ) =
w
i=1
(zpi − piz)(ηk ⊗ ξ)pi = (zp1 − p1z)(ηk ⊗ ξ)p1 = −p1z(ηk ⊗ ξ),
and then
m
k=1
X(ηk ⊗ ξ)ξ ⊗ ηk = −p1zp0.
Thus we get
zˆ(X) = 2iℑm

w
i=2
i−1
j=0
pjzpi + p1zp0

= z −
w
i=0
pizpi.
Hence we conclude that E([Lz, P]) = [Lz, P], and the proof is complete. 
4. Submanifold structure ofUK(P)
In this section we turn to the case I = K. The following estimate is a somewhat improved version of Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 4.1. Let x ∈ K such that pixpi = 0 for all i ≥ 1. Then
∥LxP − PLx∥B(K) ≥ ∥x(1− p0)∥,
where p0 = 1−wi=1 pi.
Proof. To estimate the norm of LxP − PLx as an operator acting on K we need to consider the following projections: if
rank(pi) = ∞, let (pi,k)k be a sequence of finite rank projections satisfying pi,k ≤ pi and pi,k ↗ pi, and if rank(pi) <∞, we
set pi,k = pi for all k ≥ 1. Now assume that the pinching operator P is associated with a family { pi }w1 such that w < ∞.
Then the projections given by ek =ni=1 pi,k have finite rank. We thus get
∥LxP − PLx∥B(K) ≥ ∥(LxP − PLx)(ek)∥ =
 w
i=1
(1− pi)xpi,k
 =
x w
i=1
pi,k
 ,
where in the last equality we use that pixpi = 0. Using that x ∈ K and pi,k ↗ pi, we find that
∥LxP − PLx∥B(K) ≥ ∥x(1− p0)∥.
In the case wherew = ∞, we set en,k =ni=1 pi,k. In the same fashion as above we find that
∥LxP − PLx∥B(K) ≥
x n
i=1
pi,k
 .
Letting k →∞, we have
∥LxP − PLx∥B(K) ≥
x n
i=1
pi
 ,
for all n ≥ 1. Now letting n →∞, we get the estimate in this case. 
Proposition 4.2. Tangent spaces of UK(P) are closed inB(K).
Proof. By the remark at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3.2, we may restrict, without loss of generality, to verify the
statement for the tangent space at P . Let (zk)k be a sequence in Ksh such that pizkpi = 0 for all i ≥ 0 and k ≥ 1. Suppose that
∥ [Lzk , P] − X ∥B(K) → 0 for some X ∈ B(K). According to Lemma 4.1,
∥(zk − zr)(1− p0)∥ ≤ ∥ [Lzk−zr , P] ∥B(K).
Also note that
∥(zk − zr)p0∥ = ∥p0(zk − zr)∥ = ∥p0(zk − zr)(1− p0)∥ ≤ ∥ [Lzk−zr , P] ∥B(K).
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Therefore (zk)k is a Cauchy sequence and thus has a limit z0 ∈ Ksh. Then we see that
∥ [Lzk , P] − [Lz0 , P] ∥ ≤ 2∥zk − z0∥ → 0.
Thus we conclude that X = [Lz0 , P]. 
Nowwe turn to the study of the topology ofUK(P). We will find that the quotient topology and the topology inherited from
B(K) coincide regardless of the number or the ranks of the projections in the family { pi }w0 .
Remark 4.3. Let P be the pinching operator associated with a family { pi }w1 (1 ≤ i ≤ w). In this subsection we need to
consider again the unitary orbit of the projections, which we denote by
Oi = { upiu∗ : u ∈ UK }
for i = 0, . . . , w. We claim that the map
F0 : UI(P) −→ O0, F0(LuPLu∗) = up0u∗
is Lipschitz. In fact, according to Lemma 4.1 applied with x = u− 1−wi=0 pi(u− 1)pi = u−wi=0 piupi we have that
∥p0u(1− p0)∥ =
p0

u−
w
i=0
piupi

(1− p0)
 ≤


u−
w
i=0
piupi

(1− p0)
 ≤ ∥LuPLu∗ − P∥B(K).
Replacing u by u∗ we find that
∥(1− p0)up0∥ = ∥p0u∗(1− p0)∥ ≤ ∥LuPLu∗ − P∥B(K).
Thus we get
∥F0(LuPLu∗)− F0(P)∥ = ∥up0u∗ − p0∥
≤ ∥(1− p0)up0∥ + ∥p0u(1− p0)∥ ≤ 2∥LuPLu∗ − P∥,
which proves our claim.
Lemma 4.4. Let u, v ∈ UK. Then w
i=0
upiu∗pi − vpiv∗pi
 ≤ 3∥LuPLu∗ − LvPLv∗∥B(K),
where in the case in whichw = ∞ the series on the left side is convergent in the uniform norm.
Proof. For each i ≥ 1, let (pi,k)k be a sequence of finite rank projections such that pi,k ≤ pi and pi,k ↗ pi. In case
pi has finite rank, we set pi,k = pi for all k. We will use the orthogonal projections defined by ek = ni=1 pi,k. Put
a(u, v) := ∥LuPLu∗ − LvPLv∗∥B(K). Then w
i=1
(upiu∗ − vpiv∗)pi,k
 = ∥(LuPLu∗ − LvPLv∗)(ek)∥ ≤ a(u, v).
Note that for each i ≥ 1, the operator upiu∗ − vpiv∗ is compact. Letting k →∞, we get that w
i=1
(upiu∗ − vpiv∗)pi
 ≤ a(u, v).
Combining this with the Remark 4.3 it gives that w
i=0
(upiu∗ − vpiv∗)pi
 ≤ 3a(u, v). (4)
This finishes the proof for the casew <∞. Ifw = ∞, we note that
∞
i=0
upiu∗pi − vpiv∗pi =
∞
i=0
upi(u∗ − 1)pi − vpi(v∗ − 1)pi + (u− v)pi.
Since the operators u∗− 1, v∗− 1 and u− v are compact, this series converges in the uniform norm. Lettingw→∞ in (4),
the desired inequality follows. 
In the following proposition we extend the technique developed in [1] to construct continuous local cross sections.
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Proposition 4.5. The map
π : UK −→ UK(P) ⊆ B(K), π(u) = LuPLu∗ ,
has continuous local cross sections, whenUK(P) is considered with the topology inherited fromB(K).
Proof. Let P be the pinching operator associated with a family { pi }w1 (1 ≤ w ≤ ∞). Since the action of UK is isometric
it will be enough to find a continuous section σ in a neighborhood of P . Also we will restrict ourselves to prove the case
w = ∞. The casew <∞ needs less care, and it can be handled in much the same fashion.
We consider the following neighborhood of P to define the cross section,
V := Q ∈ UK(P) : ∥Q − P∥B(K) < 1/3 .
Given Q = LuPLu∗ ∈ V , where u ∈ UK, let qi = Fi(Q ) = upiu∗ for i ≥ 0. According to the proof of Lemma 3.4 the function Fi
is well defined. Then, we set
s = s(Q ) :=
∞
i=0
qipi.
This series is convergent in the strong operator topology. In fact, we can rewrite the series as
∞
i=0
qipi =
∞
i=0
upi(u∗ − 1)pi + (u− 1)pi + pi,
where the first and second summand on the right are convergent in the uniform norm, while the third is convergent in the
strong operator topology. On the other hand, note that by Lemma 4.4, we get
∥s− 1∥ ≤ 3∥Q − P∥B(K) < 1.
Then we get that s is invertible. Moreover, it follows that
s− 1 = u
 ∞
i=0
pi(u∗ − 1)pi + 1

− 1 = u
∞
i=0
pi(u∗ − 1)pi + u− 1 ∈ K,
which is due to the fact that
∞
i=0 pi(u∗ − 1)pi ∈ K. Now we will show that
σ = σ(Q ) := s|s|−1
is a continuous local cross section for π . To this end, note that spi = qipi = qis, so that pi|s|2 = s∗qis = |s|2pi, which implies
σpiσ ∗ = s|s|−1pi|s|−1s∗ = spi|s|−2s∗ = spis−1 = qi.
This allows us to prove that σ is a section: for any y ∈ K, we have
Lσ PLσ∗(y) =
∞
i=1
σpiσ ∗ypi =
∞
i=1
qiypi = Q (y).
On the other hand, we have |s|2 − 1 ∈ K, and consequently, |s| − 1 = (|s|2 − 1)(|s| + 1)−1 ∈ K. Therefore we can conclude
σ − 1 = s|s|−1 − 1 = (s− |s|)|s|−1 = (s− 1)|s|−1 + (1− |s|)|s|−1 ∈ K.
Hence σ ∈ UK. Let Gl(H) denote the group of invertible operators onH . In order to prove the continuity of σ we consider
the subgroup of Gl(H) given by
GlK = { g ∈ Gl(H) : g − 1 ∈ K }.
It is a Banach–Lie group endowed with the topology defined by (g1, g2) → ∥g1 − g2∥ (see [4]). From Lemma 4.4 the map
s : V −→ GlK is continuous. Also note that the map GlK −→ UK, s → s|s|−1, is real analytic by the regularity properties of
the Riesz functional calculus. Thus σ is continuous, being the composition of continuous maps. 
Our next task in the study of the submanifold structure of UK(P) is to ask about the existence of a supplement for
(TUI(P))P in B(K). The existence of such supplement is closely related to the fact that for an infinite dimensional Hilbert
spaceH the compact operators are not complemented inB(H). A proof of this result can be found, for instance, in [11]. It
is based on the following well known result: c0 (sequences which converges to zero) is not complemented in ℓ∞ (bounded
sequences). The reader can find a proof of this latter fact in [26].
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Remark 4.6. We will need a slightly modified version of the afore-mentioned result. We first note that Ksh is not
complemented inB(H)sh. Otherwise we would have a real bounded projection E : B(H)sh −→ Ksh, then we can define a
bounded projection E˜ : B(H) −→ K, E˜(x) = −iE(iℜe(x))+ iE(iℑm(x)), a contradiction.
Let q1, q2 two infinite rank orthogonal projections on H . We claim that q1Kshq2 is not complemented in q1B(H)shq2.
In fact, suppose that there exists a real bounded projection E : q1B(H)shq2 −→ q1Kshq2. Let v a partial isometry on H
such that v∗v = q1 and vv∗ = q2. Then we have that LvELv∗ : B(q2(H))sh −→ q2Kshq2 is a bounded projection, which is
impossible by the previous paragraph.
In the following result we collect the above proved properties of UK(P) and we give a complete characterization of the
submanifold structure.
Theorem 4.7. Let P be the pinching operator associated with a family {pi}w1 (1 ≤ w ≤ ∞). ThenUK(P) is a quasi submanifold
of B(K). Furthermore,UK(P) is a submanifold of B(K) if and only if w < ∞ and there is only one infinite rank projection in
the family { pi }w0 .
Proof. The first statement about the quasi submanifold structure ofUK(P) has already been proved in Propositions 4.2 and
4.5. Assume that w <∞ and there is only one infinite rank projection in the family { pi }w0 . The same proof of Theorem 3.7
can be carried out to show that (TUK(P))P is complemented inB(K).
Suppose now that UK(P) is a submanifold of B(K). According to Proposition 2.1, there is a bounded linear projection
E : B(K) −→ (TUK(P))P . Two cases should be considered: first, that there are two infinite rank projections in the
family { pi }w0 , and second, that w = ∞. In the first case, let q1 ∈ { p0, p1, . . . , pw } be an infinite rank projection and
q2 ∈ { p1, . . . , pw } \ { q1 } be other infinite rank projection. In the second case, we set q1 =∞k=0 p2k and q2 =∞k=0 p2k+1.
In any case we define the following bounded linear map
E˜ : q1B(H)shq2 −→ q1Kshq2, E˜(q1xq2) = (Lq1E)( [Lq1xq2+q2xq1 , P] )(q2).
We claim that E˜ is a projection onto q1Kshq2. In fact, notice that for each x ∈ B(H)sh there is z ∈ Ksh such that
E( [Lq1xq2+q2xq1 , P] ) = [Lz, P]. In the case in which there are two infinite rank projections, note that
E˜(q1xq2) = q1
w
i=1
(zpi − piz)q2pi = q1(zq2 − q2z)q2 = q1zq2.
On the other hand, whenw = ∞,
E˜(q1xq2) = q1
∞
i=1
(zpi − piz)q2pi = q1
∞
k=0
(zp2k+1 − p2k+1z)p2k+1 = q1z
∞
k=0
p2k+1 = q1zq2.
This proves that the range of E˜ is contained in p1Kshp2. Moreover, let x ∈ Ksh, then we have that E( [Lq1xq2+q2xq1 , P] ) =[Lq1xq2+q2xq1 , P]. We thus get that
E˜(q1xq2) = q1(q1xq2 + q2xq1)q2 = q1xq2.
Hence E˜ is a continuous linear projection onto q1Kshq2. In other words, q1Kshq2 is complemented in q1B(H)shq2, but this
contradicts Remark 4.6. 
As an application of the previous results on the topology of UI (P), we include a study of the topology of UI-unitary
orbits of a compact normal operator. Let a be a compact normal operator. TheUI-unitary orbit of a is given by
UI(a) = { uau∗ : u ∈ UI }.
These type of unitary orbits may be endowed with the quotient topology, though there is another quite natural topology,
the one defined by the norm of the ideal I. We show that both topologies coincide if and only if the compact operator has
finite rank. This result is related with several works [2,5,8,19], where for many different ideals I, the finite rank condition
appears as sufficient to the statement on the topologies. On the other hand, it is worth pointing out that this problem was
completely solved in [16] for the usual unitary orbits.
Remark 4.8. The main idea to link unitary orbits of pinching operators with theUI-unitary orbit of a compact operator is
the following. By the spectral theoremwemay rewrite the compact normal operator a as a uniform norm convergent series,
namely
a =
w
i=1
λipi, (5)
where 1 ≤ w ≤ ∞, λi are the nonzero distinct eigenvalues of a and { pi }w1 is a family of mutually orthogonal finite rank
projections. Indeed, pi is the orthogonal projection onto ker(a− λi). Then we take P to be the pinching operator associated
with { pi }w1 .
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Let u ∈ UI such that ua = au. If we use the spectral decomposition of a, we see that u must be block diagonal with
respect to the family { pi }w0 . This says that the isotropy group at a coincides with the isotropy group at P , i.e.
{ u ∈ UI : ua = au } = { u ∈ UI : LuP = PLu } = G.
Hence it turns out that the quotient topology onUI(a) ≃ UI/G is equal to the quotient topology onUI(P).
Corollary 4.9. Let Φ a symmetric norming function, and I = SΦ . Let a be a compact normal operator. Then the quotient topology
onUI(a) coincides with the topology inherited from a+ I if and only if rank(a) <∞.
Proof. Suppose that rank(a) < ∞. This is equivalent to state that w < ∞ in the spectral decomposition of a given by
Eq. (5). Under this assumption the family { pi }w0 has only one projection of infinite rank, namely p0 = 1−
w
i=1 pi. Indeed,
note that p0 is the orthogonal projection onto ker(a). According to Lemma 3.6 when I ≠ K, or Proposition 4.5 when I = K,
the quotient topology coincides with the topology inherited fromB(I) onUI(P).
Since the quotient topology onUI(a) is always stronger than the topology inherited from a+ I, it remains to prove that
any sequence (un)n inUI satisfying ∥unau∗n − a∥I → 0 has to be convergent to a in the quotient topology. To this end, note
that pi(una− aun)pj = (λi − λj)piunpj, and then
∥piunpj∥I ≤ |λi − λj|−1∥una− aun∥I → 0,
for all i, j ≥ 0 and i ≠ j (where we set λ0 = 0). Now let x ∈ I such that ∥x∥I = 1. Since w
i=1
(unpi − piun)xpi

I
≤
w
i=1
∥unpi − piun∥I ≤ 2

i≠j
∥pjunpi∥I,
we see that
∥LunPLu∗n − P∥B(I) = ∥LunP − PLun∥B(I) ≤ 2

i≠j
∥pjunpi∥I → 0.
By the remarks in the first paragraph of this proof and Remark 4.8, the latter is equivalent to say that unau∗n → a in the
quotient topology.
In order to prove the converse we assume that the quotient topology on UI(a) coincides with the topology inherited
from a + I. We need to consider two cases. In the first case we suppose that I ≠ K. LetM be the supplement of the Lie
algebra of G defined in Proposition 2.4. If rank(a) = ∞, we can construct a sequence (zk)k inM such that ∥zk∥ → 0 and
∥zk∥I = 1 (see Remark 3.5).
Given ϵ > 0, letM ≥ 1 such that ∥wi=M+1 λipi∥ ≤ ϵ. Then it follows that
∥ezkae−zk − a∥I = ∥(ezk − 1)a− a(ezk − 1)∥I
≤ 2

∥ezk − 1∥
 M
i=1
λipi

I
+ ∥ezk − 1∥I
 w
i=M+1
pi


≤ 2

∥ezk − 1∥
 M
i=1
λipi

I
+ e ϵ

.
Letting k → ∞, we find that ezkae−zk → a in the norm ∥ · ∥I, or equivalently, in the quotient topology. By the same
argument used at the beginning of Lemma 3.6 we can arrive at ∥zk∥I → 0, a contradiction with our previous choice of (zk)k.
Now we turn to the case where I = K. Under the assumption that both topologies coincide onUK(a)we claim that the
map
Λ : UK(a) −→ UK(P), Λ(uau∗) = LuPLu∗ ,
is continuous, when one endows UK(a) with the topology inherited from K and UK(P) with the topology inherited from
B(K). In fact, by Proposition 4.5 the quotient and the inherited topologies always coincide onUK(P). Then the mapΛ turns
out to be the identity map ofUK/G, and thus our claim follows.
Again we suppose that rank(a) = ∞. We will find a contradiction with the fact that Λ is continuous. Note that there
must be an infinite number of finite rank projections in the family { pi }w1 and the eigenvalues of a satisfy λi → 0. Let (ξi,j(i))
be an orthonormal basis ofH such that (ξi,j(i))j(i)=1,...,rank(pi) is a basis of R(pi) for all i ≥ 1. Then take the following sequence
of unitary operators:
un = ξn+2,1 ⊗ ξn+1,1 + ξn+1,1 ⊗ ξn+2,1 + en,
where en is the orthogonal projection onto { ξn+1,1, ξn+2,1 }⊥. Note that un − 1 has finite rank, then un ∈ UK. Thus we get
∥unau∗n − a∥ = ∥una− aun∥
= ∥(λn+1 − λn+2) (ξn+2,1 ⊗ ξn+1,1)− (λn+2 − λn+1)(ξn+1,1 ⊗ ξn+2,1 )∥
≤ 2|λn+1 − λn+2| → 0.
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On the other hand, note that
∥LunPLu∗n − P∥B(K) ≥ ∥(LunPLu∗n − P)(ξn+1,1 ⊗ ξn+1,1)∥
= unpn+1u∗n(ξn+1,1 ⊗ ξn+1,1)− ξn+1,1 ⊗ ξn+1,1 = ∥ξn+1,1 ⊗ ξn+1,1∥ = 1,
where we have used that unpn+1u∗n(ξn+1,1⊗ ξn+1,1) = 0. This contradicts the continuity ofΛ. Hence amust have finite rank,
and the theorem is proved. 
5. Covering map
For u ∈ UI, consider the inner automorphism given by Adu : I −→ I, Adu(x) = uxu∗. Given a pinching operator P
associated with a family { pi }w1 , there is another orbit of P defined by
OI(P) := { AduPAdu∗ : u ∈ UI }.
Note that all the operators in OI(P) are pinching operators while P is the only pinching operator in UI (P). The isotropy
group of the coadjoint action is given by
H = { u ∈ UI : AduPAdu∗ = P }. (6)
In order to find a characterization of the operators in H we need the following lemma. We make the convention
{ 0, 1, . . . ,∞} = N0.
Lemma 5.1. Let P be the pinching operator associated with a family { pi }w1 and Q be the pinching operator associated with
another family { qi }v1 . Then P = Q if and only if w = v and pi = qσ(i) for some permutation σ of { 0, . . . , w} such that
σ(0) = 0.
Proof. We first suppose that P = Q . This is equivalent to
w
i=1
pixpi =
v
j=1
qjxqj, (7)
for all x ∈ I. If rank(pi) < ∞, i ≥ 1, we set x = pi to getvj=1 qjpiqj = pi. Then it follows that qjpi = qjpiqj = piqj for all
j ≥ 1. If rank(pi) = ∞, we use the same idea with a sequence of projections (en)n such that en ≤ pi, en ↗ pi, to find that
qjen = enqj, which implies that qjpi = piqj. Since p0 = 1−wi=1 pi and q0 = 1−vi=1 qj, we can conclude that qjpi = piqj
for all i, j ≥ 0.
Nowwe claim that for each i ≥ 0, we can find a unique σ(i) such that pi = qσ(i). To this end, let ξ ∈ R(pi), ξ ≠ 0, and note
that piξ = ξ =vj=0 qjξ . This implies that there is some j := σ(i) such that qjξ ≠ 0. Then we see that qjξ = qjpiξ = piqjξ .
Now let η ∈ R(pi) and insert x = η ⊗ qjξ in Eq. (7). In case i > 0 we find that η ⊗ qjξ = (qjη) ⊗ qjξ . If j = 0, then
η ⊗ qjξ = 0. In particular, if we take η = qjξ ≠ 0, we obtain a contradiction. Hence we must have j > 0, so the equation
η ⊗ qjξ = (qjη) ⊗ qjξ implies that qjη = η. Since η is arbitrary, we have R(pi) ⊆ R(qj). In a similar way, we may choose
η ∈ R(pj) to obtain that R(qj) ⊆ R(pi). Thus pi = qj.
In case i = 0, we need to show that p0 = q0. Suppose that there exists some j > 0 such that qjξ ≠ 0. By the preceding
paragraph we know that qjξ ∈ R(p0). Then we insert x = (qjξ) ⊗ qjξ in Eq. (7) to find that 0 = (qjξ) ⊗ qjξ , and hence
qjξ = 0, a contradiction. Thus we obtain that ξ =vj=0 qjξ = q0ξ , and consequently, R(p0) ⊆ R(q0). Interchanging p0 and
q0, we can conclude that p0 = q0. Since { qj }v0 is a mutually orthogonal family, σ(i) is unique and our claim is proved.
In other words, we have proved the existence of a map σ : { 0, . . . , w} → { 0, . . . , v} satisfying pi = qσ(i) and σ(0) = 0.
Repeating the previous argument with qj in place of pi, we can construct another map ψ : { 0, . . . , v} → { 0, . . . , w} such
that qj = pψ(j) and ψ(0) = 0. But pi = qσ(i) = p(ψσ)(i) and qj = pψ(j) = q(σψ)(j), so we have that σψ = ψσ = 1. Hence, σ
is a permutation andw = v.
In order to prove the converse, let σ a permutation of { 0, . . . , w }, P be the pinching operator associated with a family
{ pi }w1 and Q be the pinching operator associated with { pσ(i) }w1 . Since the case w < ∞ is trivial, we suppose w = ∞. Set
ek =ki=0 pi. For each x ∈ I, since x is compact, we find that ∥(1− ek)x∥ → 0. Note that for k ≥ 1,
∞
i=1
pσ(i)ekxpσ(i) =
k
i=1
pixpi =
∞
i=1
piekxpi.
Then we get ∞
i=1
pσ(i)xpσ(i) −
∞
i=1
pixpi
 =
 ∞
i=1
pσ(i)(1− ek)xpσ(i) −
∞
i=1
pi(1− ek)xpi
 ≤ 2∥(1− ek)x∥ → 0,
which proves that P = Q . 
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Let P be the pinching operator associated with a family { pi }w1 (1 ≤ w ≤ ∞). Let F be the set of all the permutations σ of{ 0, . . . , w } such that σ(i) = i for all but finitely many i ≥ 0. Note that the definition of the set F becomes unnecessary if
w < ∞. We will need to consider permutations of a finite number of finite dimensional blocks with the same dimension
which fix zero, i.e.
F := { σ ∈ F : σ(0) = 0, rank(pi) = rank(pσ(i)) <∞if σ(i) ≠ i }.
Let (ξi,j(i)) be an orthonormal basis of H such that (ξi,j(i))j(i)=1,...,rank(pi) is a basis of R(pi), where i = 0, . . . , w. For each
σ ∈ F , we define the following permutation block operator matrix:
rσ (ξi,j(i)) := ξσ(i),j(σ (i)), i = 0, . . . , w, j(i) = 1, . . . , rank(pi).
Note that rank(rσ − 1) <∞, since σ ∈ F . Hence, it follows that rσ ∈ UI for any symmetrically-normed ideal I.
Example 5.2. A simple example takes placewhenH = Cn, rank(pi) = 1 andni=1 pi = 1. Here the set of all thematrices of
the form rσ , σ ∈ F , reduces to all the n× n permutation matrices. According to our next result, H has exactly n! connected
components in this example.
Recall that from the proof of Proposition 2.4 we know that the isotropy group G at P corresponding to the action given by
the left representation can be characterized as block diagonal unitary operators, i.e.
G =

u ∈ UI :
w
i=0
piupi = u

,
where P is the pinching operator associated with a family { pi }w1 .
Lemma 5.3. Let H be the isotropy group defined in (6). Then,
H =

σ∈F
rσG,
where each set in the union is a connected component of H.
Proof. Let u ∈ UI such that AduPAdu∗ = P . According to Lemma 5.1 it follows that upiu∗ = pσ(i) for some σ permutation of
{ 0, . . . , w } such that σ(0) = 0. In particular, note that pjupi = δj,σ (i) pσ(i)u, which actually says that u has only one nonzero
block in each row. Since u− 1 ∈ I, we get that σ ∈ F . Hence we can write u = rσ rσ−1u, where rσ−1u ∈ G.
To prove the other inclusion it suffices to note that rσupiu∗rσ−1 = rσpirσ−1 = pσ(i) for any u ∈ G. Then we apply again
Lemma 5.1 to obtain that AduPAdu∗ = P .
In order to establish the last assertion about the connected components of H , we remark that
∥rσu− rσ ′v∥I ≥ ∥rσu− rσ ′v∥ ≥ 1,
whenever σ ≠ σ ′ and u, v ∈ G. This implies that the distance between any pair of sets that appear in the union is greater
than one. On the other hand, it is a well known fact thatUI is connected, then so does rσG. Hence the lemma is proved. 
Remark 5.4. As a consequence of Lemma 5.3,H is a Banach–Lie subgroup ofUI. Indeed, the connected components ofH are
diffeomorphic to the Banach–Lie subgroup G ofUI. Hence it follows thatOI(P) ≃ UI/H has a manifold structure endowed
with the quotient topology.
Theorem 5.5. Let Φ a symmetric norming function, and I = SΦ . Let P be the pinching operator associated with a family {pi}w1 .
If I ≠ K assume in addition that w <∞ and there is only one infinite rank projection in the family { pi }w0 . Then the map
Π : UI(P) −→ OI(P), Π(LuPLu∗) = AduPAdu∗ ,
is a covering map, whenUI(P) is considered with the topology inherited fromB(I) and OI(P) with the quotient topology.
Proof. In the case where I ≠ K, under the above hypothesis on the family { pi }w1 , it was proved in Lemma 3.6 that the
quotient topology coincideswith the subspace topology onUI(P). In case I = K both topologies coincidewithout additional
hypothesis by Proposition 4.5. On the other hand, by Lemma5.3 the quotientH/G is discrete, thenH/G is homomorphic toF .
We define an action of F onUI(P) given by σ · LuPLu∗ = Lurσ PLrσ−1u∗ . Therefore we can make the following identifications:
UI(P)/F ≃ UI(P)/(H/G) ≃ (UI/G)/(H/G) ≃ UI/H ≃ OI(P).
Thus we may think of Π as the quotient map UI(P) −→ UI(P)/F . Hence to prove that Π is a covering map, it suffices
to show that F acts properly discontinuous on UI(P) (see [18]). This means that for any Q ∈ UI(P), there is an open
neighborhoodW of Q such thatW ∩ σ ·W = ∅ for all σ ≠ 1. Clearly, there is no loss of generality if we prove this fact for
Q = P . To this end, define the open neighborhood by
W := {Q ∈ UI(P) : ∥Q − P∥B(I) < 1/2 }.
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Suppose thatW ∩ σ ·W ≠ ∅ for some σ ≠ 1. Then there are Q , Q˜ ∈ W such that Q˜ = σ · Q . If Q = LuPLu∗ , then we have
that Q˜ = Lurσ PLrσ−1u∗ . The distance between Q and Q˜ can be estimated as follows
∥Q − Q˜∥B(I) = ∥P − Lrσ PLrσ−1 ∥B(I) ≥
 w
i=1
(pi − pσ(i))(ξ ⊗ ξ)pi

I
= ∥ξ ⊗ ξ∥I = 1,
where ξ ∈ R(pi) is such that ∥ξ∥ = 1 and σ(i) ≠ i. But since Q , Q˜ ∈ W , it follows that ∥Q − Q˜∥B(I) < 1, a contradiction.
Hence the action is properly discontinuous, and the proof is complete. 
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